off events that were taking place across the ocean, but also to prick consciences, to shake people out of their indifference, to encourage more proactive attitudes and engagement towards the Old Continent. Kossuth hoped at the same time that his memory, and the sympathy, enthusiasm and kindness he encountered during his stay in the USA in 1851-1852 had not faded and would help him in his arduous task, which was to enlighten American society on topics which for him were of paramount importance.
His fame in America at the turn of the 1840s and 1850s was indeed exceptional, unique and unprecedented. Acclaimed "the Father of Hungarian Democracy", he was seen (especially during the Revolutions of 1848) as a symbol of the fight against despotism, tyranny, national oppression and social injustice, in the name of those republican principles that are so close to American hearts. Americans were in the grip of a "Kossuth Craze". When he arrived in New York 1 on December 4th 1851, a twelve thousand-strong crowd welcomed him as the "Washington of Hungary". A gun salute announced the arrival of the nation's special guest.
2 Mascots dressed in Magyar national costumes were sold in shops and the tricolour bow and characteristic hat that he wore became something of a fad of the day. Four towns, one county and six streets were named after him. He was invited to Washington and was received by president Millard Fillmore in the White House. He spoke in the House of Representatives as the second foreigner after general Lafayette (1828). He visited sixteen states and numerous towns. He attended banquets and receptions at which he would always be asked to speak.
3 He made official speeches in the state assemblies of Maryland, Ohio, Indiana and Massachusetts. 4 He was acclaimed "the champion of revolution" everywhere. Only in the south, because of his negative attitude to slavery 5 , was he received with reserve if not hostility. New Orleans was one of the few southern state cities to send him an invitation. Those meetings, however, were held without the parades and banquets that characterised such events elsewhere.
Kossuth's visit engendered an Austro-American diplomatic exchange. His enthusiastic reception with a gun salute, which was reserved for official delegations and heads of state, and the speech of the Secretary of State, Daniel Webster, made at the banquet organised by the Congress in Washington, prompted the Austrian representative in the USA -Johann George von Hülsemann, to deliver an official protest on behalf of the government of His Imperial Majesty, on December 13th 1851. This initiated the rapid cooling of relations between the two countries. Vienna was particularly riled by Webster's words about Hungary's right, like that of any other nation, to its own, autonomous state structures and to forge its own destiny without the interference of foreign forces. Webster was to state emphatically: "All I say is, that Hungary can regulate these matters for herself infinitely better than they can be regulated for her by Austria".
7 During his meeting with Hülsemann, organised by the Austrian chargé d'affairs, president Fillmore orally disavowed Webster's speech, but denied the request to dismiss his Secretary of State, regardless of the possibility of Vienna breaking off diplomatic relations. Irrespective of its strongly-worded protests, Vienna did not want to take any drastic counteraction. Hülsemann found himself in something of a deadlock: being, unable to wait any longer for his government's specific instructions, he took ostentatious actions on his own initiative. He left Washington for about a month and a half and travelled to the southern areas of the continent, reaching Cuba.
8 He returned at the prompting by count Alexandr Bodisco, a Russian envoy to Washington who mediated in the talks with the American president regarding normalising relations between the USA and Austria.
Hülsemann still demanded Webster's dismissal as Secretary of State, and claimed that the arisen circumstances prevented him from cooperating with the State Department. Being unable to enforce his demands, he decided to leave. He gave notice of his decision in a letter delivered to Webster on April 29th 1852, and courteously thanked the president for their cooperation. Reminding him of the conflict, once again he referred to Webster's speech made in Congress in Kossuth's presence, which he castigated as hostile towards His Majesty, revolutionary, and an open encouragement to Hungarians to rebel and separate themselves from the empire. When Webster handed over his letter to Charles J. McCurdy, the American chargé d'affairs in Austria, the letter sarcastically remarked: "The Chevalier Hülsemann, it appears, has yet to lern that no foreign government or its representative can take just offence at anything which an officer of this Government may say in his private capacity. " Hülsemann's manoeuvre turned out to be a bluff, which may have been an attempt to anticipate or exploit the expected changes in Austrian diplomacy after the death of Kossuth, probably unaware of the diplomatic game played in his presence, left America on July 14th 1852, and went to England where he settled and wrote his letters to America. He did not let Americans forget him and his national goals. Initially, he wrote anonymously, from an unspecified location in Europe. A series of anonymous articles, starting on June 15th , was published in that way in 1853, under the title Democratic Letters on European Matters and American Policy. Already in the first letter announcing firsthand reports from Europe and not from foreign press reprints, he challenged the traditional way of American thinking arguing that: "Were it not the United States -he wrote (however, it may revolt your national pride) though great, glorious and free at home are neither great, glorious nor free abroad (…). United States has been an American power and the only one in America (…), but in the broad, world-wide sense have really no power at all since (…) your free and 'independent' Press picked out from the rubbish of the monarchico-aristocratical English Press. " 11 This bold thesis was supported by examples. He called the promises made by the Russian Foreign Minister to Lord Palmerston during the drama of 1849, as subsequently relayed to the public by "The Times", that the Tsar had no intention to intervene in Hungary, "an insolent performance" because, Russian troops had already engaged in quashing the insurrection in Hungary. Turning to current issues, he exposed British hypocrisy when "The Times" argued that they ought to support the Greek Orthodox Church persecuted by Muslim barbarians and support the Tsar in his efforts to extend his care to his co-religionists as the head of the Orthodox Church. Kossuth reasoned that the Greeks, satisfied with the circumstances, were not going to change the unlimited freedoms that they enjoyed under the Sultan's rule to slavery under Russian despotism which was euphemistically called "protection". In Kossuth's opinion, Menshikov's ultimatum to Turkey was no more than an arrogant demand involving the transfer of the Sultan's rights to the Tsar, which was accepted according to "The Times" and denied according to Kossuth. 
16
The Tsar, possessed by the idea of breaking up the Ottoman empire and seizing Turkish -controlled territory in the Balkans, decided on a hazardous step. On the one hand, he naively expected Austria's support which, in his opinion, had a debt of gratitude towards Russia for her help in dousing the flames of revolution in Hungary and, on the other hand, he counted on British and French neutrality because their clash of interests made an Anglo-French alliance unlikely. All his assumptions proved wrong and the mutual rivalries between the two western empires were not as strong as the fear of Russian dominance in the Middle East. In the ensuing war, Turkey of Ingria, descendent of Michail Golicyn (1675-1730), Russian general, field marshal, Russian governor of Finland.
14 Moldova -the historical land, comprises the territories of the Moldavian Plateau, between the Eastern Carpathians, the Dniestr and delta of the Danube. Currently, it is divided with political borders between Romania (most of the area between the Carpathians and the Prut) and the Republic of Moldova (most of the area between the Prut and the Dniestr -Bessarbia). Fragments of historical Moldova in the north (north Bukovina) and south (former Budziak) now belonging to Ukraine. For centuries it had been the object of conflict among Turkey, Russia and Austria. After Stephen's death, Moldova became almost entirely dependent on the Ottoman Empire and remained its fief until the 19th century. Russia, which had gained strength, took advantage of the gradual weakening of the Ottoman Empire and intensified its influence in Moldova, also using the fact that both countries were inhabited by Orthodox people. According to Louis Kossuth, the Crimean War could turn into a golden opportunity for the resumption of the struggle for the independence of Hungary and he hoped that at the same time, it would enable his glorious return from exile as a national hero. The Crimean War also kindled Kossuth's aspirations to assume the role of leader of all oppressed nations within the Austrian Empire, including the Poles. However, he was much surprised by the crystallization of the balance of power in the international arena and the new alliances. The anti-Russian position of Austria strengthened the already strong coalition, and above all, the pro-Russian sympathies of the Americans, preserving formal neutrality in the war, prevented the implementation of basic tasks. Kossuth decided to commence an educational and propaganda campaign in the area of the United States.
In his letters, Kossuth sought to focus his readers' attention on Turkey, speaking of its difficult situation with understanding and sympathy. He argued that: "All Europe, which is not by choice or by necessity identified with the dreadfully revived (un)holy Alliance, agrees in the view that the independent existence of the Turkish Empire is necessary to the world (…) as the instrumentality for reducing the Russo-Austrian absolutistical principle. " He greeted the first rumours about Austria's neutrality or Vienna's wish to build a natural barrier for the Ottoman Empire against the Russian Empire with disbelief. "There are certain influential diplomatists of the late Metternich school"-he objected. "Austria a barrier! Why how is it then that in spite of this barrier, Russia has not only robbed Turkey of Mingrelia, one third of Moldova and the all Bessarabia, succeeded to share sovereignty in Wallachia, and the rest of Moldova. "
17
He vigorously disputed the reprints from "The Times" which took the view that despite seizing Moldova and Wallachia, Russia did not have any war plans against Turkey and its territorial aspirations would absolutely come to an end. Exposing the tsar's aggressive policy towards both these countries in the past, Kossuth ironically asked "You can easily imagine what was that protection of despotic Russia to constitution Moldo-Wallachia!" He also accused Americans of passiveness and indifference towards injustice in Europe. He candidly asked: "Why, America is represented nowhere! Not one of the diplomatic agents of her democratic Government is yet on his post in Europe; and a Minister to Constantinople, and to Paris, not even nominated yet! Why, Sir, but that's a negligence surpassing imagination; that's a degradation of your national dignity (…). "
18 In another place, he strictured: "But, I ask: at this critical moment when it is clear that a mighty 'push' might be given with a comparatively small assistance; what are the people of America doing ? Nothing. What is your Government doing? Again, nothing. " These question remain unanswered. However American patience seemed to be wearing thin. The reaction to the next letter was immediate and definite. In describing the seemingly minor fact of the Austrian minister baron Karl Ludwig Bruck 20 being welcomed in Constantinople with a gun salute by the commander of the American frigate Cumberland. Kossuth had written indignantly: "Since when has it been the business of the star-spangled Republican banner to be disgraced by acts of fawning on the envoys of the bloody Austrian tyrant (…), whom, even a too indulgent conservative American Government despised so much as not to care a straw about the interruption of diplomatic relations with its Court in April 1852?" At the same time he argued that such ostentatious American behaviour might have negatively affected the already complicated situation in the region and serve to encourage other actions unfavourable to small European democracies such as e.g. Hungary, Croatia, Serbia, Wallachia or Poland. Kossuth revealed that while Americans were welcoming Bruck, the representatives of all above mentioned nations were engaged in talks with Turkey to enter a cooperation and mutual help pact during the war. These talks could fail because of America's reckless gesture.
21
"The Washington Union", an unofficial government mouthpiece, answered those serious accusations. For the first time revealing the name of the letters' author, it wrote: "The 'Democratic Letters in European Matters and American Policy' , which appear in the New York Times, are well understood to be from the prolific pen of Louis Kossuth, and on that account they are entitled to special consideration -not that we regard Kossuth as peculiarly qualified to form reliable and safe conclusions as to European matters, or as being entitled even to the respect due to many other correspondents, when he undertakes to suggest what should be American policy in Europe. He is, however, a man of genius and eloquence, possessing, no doubt, extraordinary facilities for obtaining information as to affairs of Europe, and capable of reasoning plausibly upon the facts within his knowledge. "
22 It spoke with irony regarding Kossuth's personal attendance during negotiations with the Porte and at the same it expressed dissatisfaction with remarks suggesting that the Sultan was awaiting active support from the United States; and the honourable American cannonade a death knell for his hopes. For Americans, even worse was the supposition that a European democrat could refer to Washington's policy in some secret negotiations with Turkey. The paper asked with exasperation: "how he could base an alliance of the European Democracy with the Sultan upon the assurance that the United States would give active assistance and support to Turkey?" As one "New York Times" reader observed, the editors of the newspaper neither confirmed nor denied the rumours about the identity of the author of the letters. However, it was accepted that Kossuth was the author. It was noticed that they were written from a different perspective with conclusions that were sometimes misunderstood by Americans, and from a standpoint that was excessively moralising and mentorial, which sometimes evoked amusement. There was a clear warning that such texts that raised the alarm on European issues should be approached with the utmost caution.
24
Kossuth could not ignore such criticism. In response to the "Washington Union's" allegations, though still anonymously, he asked, on what basis the authorship of the letters was assigned to a particular person and why the editorial staff did not contradict the rumours, dooming the idea itself to failure. He averred that: "This letters, Sir are anonymous. I write them such because I desire them to be appreciated just according to their internal value -neither more nor less. Nothing is more prejudicial to the independent development of public intellect than the leading-strings of names". Moving on to the merits of the case, he dismissed the allegations of his lack of entitlement to express his opinion on the negotiations of small democracies with the Porte. He concluded that: "The chance which [the] conflict between Turkey and its ambitious neighbors, must present to the Democracy Europe, is so openly apparent". With this, he questioned the secret nature of those talks which was assigned to them by "Washington Union" and blamed the newspaper for succumbing to the fascination of the monarchist doctrine of secret diplomacy. He branded as some of the most spiteful insinuations of "Washington Union" that small democracies were acting on behalf of the United States during the talks with the Ottoman Empire. He did not hide the hopes he vested in America. Kossuth asked: "Has not General Pierce, your President at the present time, reminded your nation, on the solemn occasion of July 4th 1852, that you owe a debt yet unpaid, to Europe, for your independence? Has he not pledged his lively sympathy to the cause of Freedom in his Inaugural speech? Has he not represented the universal feeling of all America, and especially that of his party, in professing such sentiments? Has not the presence of M. Kossuth in the United States afforded an opportunity for seeing and hearing such sentiments openly confirmed by members of the Executive Government, by Senators and Representatives of the Union, by State Governments(…)?"
25
A unique exception to Kossuth's critical observation of the time, indeed, was a letter brimful of praise, enthusiasm and excitement, related to the resolution to the Martin Koszta incident. Born in Hungary, Koszta, having fought against the Habsburgs during the Revolutions of 1848, was on the wanted list of the Viennese authorities. He emigrated, via Turkey, to the United States, where he applied for naturalisation. He returned to Turkey in 1853, "on business" as he claimed, before he received his American citizenship. Despite the protection of E. S. Offley, the American consul in Smyrna, and George Perkins Marsh, the American chargé d'affairs in Constantinople, he was kidnapped by armed bandits, employed by the Austrian consul in Smyrna (Izmir) and put on the Austrian battleship "Huszár".
26
The appeals of the American representatives in Turkey to release Koszta proved unavailing. The Austrians treated him as their citizen, and proposed to transfer him via Trieste to their territory and imprison him for his rebellion against the Crown.
27 This was followed by the bold intervention of American captain Duncan Ingraham, the commander of the corvette "St. Louis"
28 , who, prompted by Washington, threatened to open fire on "Huszar" if Koszta was not released. Koszta was transferred to the French consul general in Smyrna and released after an American-Austrian exchange of diplomatic notes, and allowed to return to the USA.
29
The incident did not go without some repercussions at the highest level. On August 29th 1853, the Austrian chargé d'affairs in Washington, Hülsemann, issued an official protest against what he described as hostile American behaviour and, as a neutral country, its violation of sea laws. He demanded Koszta's extradition, so as to put him in an Austrian prison. He demanded the withdrawal of American agents 30 and satisfaction proportionate to the gravity of the insult. The American Secretary of State William L. Marcy delivered a lengthy response on September 26th in which, point by point, he rebuffed the Austrian allegations and took an official stance in defence of America's conduct. He believed it was entirely lawful to defend an American citizen and he expressed the hope of restoring Austro-American relations to the status quo ante.
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In his letter to "The New York Times", Kossuth, focusing his attention on the bold action of captain Ingraham, wrote: "The people of Smyrna witnessed with the liveliest enthusiasm these proceedings. They went on for hours to cheer America, and to shout 'Vive la Republique!' Thanks have been voted to Captain Ingraham and to the United States Consul at Smyrna, and a complimentary address to President Pierce, directly expressing the gratitude of the people of Smyrna for seeing the honor of their port so nobly vindicated, and the rights of humanity so generously protected by Republican America. " Kossuth added: "Poor people -too often have they seen European Governments daring with impunity to violate justice, right and humanity, and nobly to oppose their insulting outrages. "He encouraged further actions with the rousing exhortation "Go ahead America!"
32
America took great pride in the actions of its representatives in the Aegean Sea region, as was confirmed by a long excerpt from president Pierce's State of the Union address, in which he gave an account of America's diplomatic actions to release Koszta, and the joint resolution of both houses of Congress passed on August 4th 1854 which obliged the president to give captain Ingraham a medal for his bold action. The seizure of Varna by the allied forces in June 1854 while Austrian forces were concentrated in Transylvania, a peripheral province of the empire, was followed by Austro-Turkish negotiations on the takeover of Moldova and Wallachia after Russia's withdrawal, further to which Austrian troops under the command of general Heinrich Hess entered into both principalities in August and September 1854. As prearranged, Austria was supposed to support, control and secure the seized territories as a neutral zone between the warring parties and guarantee the status quo in the Balkans. This situation prevailed until the end of March 1857.
To begin with, Vienna's attitude was not clearly defined. Its final position crystallised under force of events which posed a threat to Austrian interests. In seizing Moldova and Wallachia, establishing control of the lower Danube, aimed at engendering revolutionary movements in the Balkans, were all designed to strengthen Russia's position in violation of the existing balance of power. France and Great Britain, as sea powers, were primarily interested in military action in Asia, the Crimean Peninsula and at sea. They had an instrument to hold Vienna in check by the possible initiation of national movements in Europe: in Poland, Hungary and Italy. Prussia, on the other hand, could threaten Austria's position in the German Confederation. The result of these threats was that Austria adopted an attitude of armed neutrality in order to maintain her imperial integrity, the security of her southern borders and peace in the Balkans. This found expression in her official accession to the anti-Russian coalition on December 2nd 1854 which involved military activity in the Danube region, mediation initiatives aimed at putting an end to the armed conflict and an attitude of total passiveness in the remaining war zones -the Black Sea, the Crimea, the Caucasus and the Azov Sea.
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At the time, Vienna remained a very important centre of international diplomatic activity. In the summer of 1853, the French Minister of Foreign Affairs Éduord Drouyn de Lhyus, after talks with Austrian Minister of Foreign Affairs Buol and other great power representatives, put forward the first proposal to resolve the escalating Russo-Turkish points at issue. Russia accepted these proposals; Turkey rejected them -being sure of its success on the battlefield. Another attempt at salvaging peace involved including France, Great Britain and Austria in negotiations on the "Vienna Four Point" proposal put forward in a note of August 8th 1854. It was established that normalising relations between the Ottoman Empire and Imperial Russia would not be possible without building solid, lasting foundations, i.e. firstly, substituting the Russian guarantee of Moldova and Wallachia with a European guarantee, secondly, "free navigation on the Danube River", thirdly, examining the sea convention of July 13th 1841 with due regard to equal navigation rights through the straits for all European powers, and finally, Turkey's Christian subjects were to go under the protection of Europe as a whole, and not just of Russia. This plan was rejected by Russia on August 26th 1854. Further proposals evaluated in Vienna in December 1854 and January 1855, without Turkey's participation, did not yield satisfactory results.
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At the same time, preparations for war were in progress. The first important encounter came on September 28th 1854 at the River Alma, where Anglo-French forces under general Saint-Arnaud and Lord Raglan defeated general Menshikov's army. The road to Sevastopol seemed open. However, due to the city's heavy fortifications, the allies decided to approach the fortress from the east, to capture the nearby ports. So, on October 25th 1854, the French, British and Turkish forces on Louis Kossuth was particularly concerned with the occupation of Moldova and Wallachia by Austrian troops and with the persecution of his emissaries operating in that area. In Transylvania and its neighbouring principalities, Hungarian emissaries such as Sándor Gál or László Berzenczey had been operating there for some time, recruiting volunteers for a future war of liberation in the entire Danubian region. In October 1853, Kossuth entered into an agreement with Dumitru Brátianu, a participant of the 1848 revolution in Wallachia and the future Prime Minister of Romania in 1881, on joint Hungarian -Romanian action against the Habsburgs. They strove to agree the future status of Transylvania (either as an independent principality or in union with Romania) which ultimately was supposed to be determined by the region's population. Those plans were destroyed by the Allies when they did not attack Russia from the lower Danube, and Austria took control over the entire region.
36
The balance of power as it stood in 1855, seemed inauspicious to the conspirators, and previous futile attempts to achieve revolutionary goals were fighting a losing battle. Probably because of that, Kossuth, looking for allies, returned to the idea of mobilising America. This time, openly, under his own name, he started publishing a series titled Letters from Kossuth. In his inaugural column, in a specific way, he hit hard when he wrote: "In the meantime I will but say, that I know of no instance in history where it had been so easy for any man to become 'great' and to hand down his name to the blessings and veneration of generations to come, as has been the case of General Pierce. I know of no instance in history where it had been so easy for any nation -at no cost, at no sacrifice at all -to become the first, the leading power on earth, as it has been with your country in 1853 -54. "The question: why did America fail to seize this chance was accompanied with a bitter assertion: "A Whig Government is hostile to our aspirations; a Democratic Government is, practically, not a bit better in foreign policy; and the Young America 37 Government has proved worse than both. " The goal Kossuth set himself was far from easy. Indeed, it was almost impossible to achieve. The United States albeit neutral, paradoxically set all its hopes on the Crimean War, but primarily in conjuction with the development of events in Latin America and in contradiction to interest of Europe's subjugated people. The key to understanding the American attitude lay in Cuba -the object of American expansionism and rivalry with Spain. News of Spanish plans -supported by London and Paris -to release all the slaves in Cuba which would lead to the "Africanization" of the island and, further to that, the disruption of America's course of action in that area, seriously alarmed Washington. Tension in relations with Madrid escalated even more after March 1854 when the American ship "Black Warrior" was captured. Its cargo was confiscated, and its crew arrested. A secret plan known as the Ostend Manifesto involving the acquisition of Cuba for 130 million dollars, and even risking war with Spain, did not bring the expected results.
39 It was commonly believed that as long as French and English forces remained embroiled in the Crimean War, the conditions were propitious for the USA to successfully resolve the Cuban issue.
Russia, as an opponent of the western European imperial coalition, became a tacit yet valuable American ally. Friendly Russo-American relations were all the easier to nurture because Russia recognized the independence of the USA, its right to territorial integrity and to its expansion in the western hemisphere. The USA reciprocated by evincing an exceptional degree of understanding, even sentiment, towards the Tsar and his imperial regime. Closer Russo-American relations were to surface during the Crimean War in a significant way. On July 22nd 1854, Washington and St. Petersburg signed an agreement endorsing the rule of free transport of goods to the war zone on the principle that "free ships make for free goods" except from contraband and the rule of non-confiscation of goods of neutral countries carried by ships of parties in conflict. It is important to appreciate this solution in the context of the British blockades of the Danish straits which disabled Russia from exporting corn and other goods. With Russia's productive help, the USA signed a trade agreement with Persia which until then had been consistently blocked by Great Britain. The USA thereby established its trade representatives in the Amur River region in Eastern Siberia and on the island of Sakhalin, and appointed a consul for those areas. Assistance in the selection of this location was provided by Mikhail Muraviev, the governor of Siberia, a well known Americanophile. In return, not only did America support Russian trade but it also disabled Spanish help to the western allies by their diplomatic actions, stopped British recruitment in America, enabled Russia to sell its trade ship interned in an American port and protected the Russian ships Diana in the Far East and America in Rio de Janeiro. Thus, the United States exploited the Crimean War as a unique opportunity to further its business interests. Kossuth, observing the development of the international situation, from his vantage point as leader of a small nation subjugated by the Hapsburgs, did not approve of Washington's stance. In a separate letter, entirely devoted to Cuba, he analysed the possible scenarios: 1) Spain would withdraw from the island and leave its inhabitants to declare an independent state that would then voluntarily declare its unification with the USA; 2) the USA would purchase Cuba from Spain; 3) the USA would annex Cuba by force by inciting and supporting revolution on the island. Kossuth believed that nobody would oppose any of these options although all of them are equally feasible, but remarked that: "Nobody will contradict me, I trust when I say thay supposing, for the sake of argument each of these alternatives equally practicable, the first alternative certainly the most, I would almost say the only honorable. " He condemned the Ostend Manifesto which, in his opinion, sanctioned every action aimed at Cuba's separation from Spain. He thundered: "I protest in the name of Republican principles, against this. " He made no bones about his overall disappointment with America's attitude towards the European crisis when he bitterly observed that: "Europe has ceased to hope anything from America. It is not our fault. It is yours. And believe me, it is not good to forfeit the sympathies of the world. "
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The death of Tsar Nicolas I on March 2nd 1855, and the coronation of Tsar Aleksander II a few days later, gave Kossuth the pretext to expose the real goals of Tsarism and to warn the gullible and the unaware Americans of the brutal truth when he wrote: "The history of Russia may be condensed in this single sentence: ' A continual struggle for power' . " In this fight he distinguished two stages: 1) aiming at internal and national consolidation, 2) expansion towards the open seas. In his opinion, Russia had already completed the first stage and had embarked on the pursuit of the second. "The conquest of Poland, Kurland, and, Finland led but to the Baltic -an inner lake rather than a sea (…). Remained the South? Which South? The Black Sea? No! The Black Sea is like the Baltic, an intermediary station, not a terminus, leading but to a gate in the possession of a foreigner. (…). Down, down to the sunny shores of the Mediterranean. " Having recalled the time-honoured words of Tsar Alexander I: "Constantinople is the key to my own house", Kossuth compared them to the latest declarations of Tsar Alexander II that his aim was "to maintain Russia on the highest standard of power and glory, and to accomplish the incessant wishes and views of Peter, of Catherine, of Alexander and of Nicholas. " the American envoy in London -James Buchanan, which remained unanswered. A year later, the text was published in the "The New York Times" and it contained important questions regarding the chances of obtaining specific kinds of American help for Hungarian and Italian fighters in the upcoming fight for independence: "Whether in the event of a revolutionary contest in Hungary and Italy, American ships will be permitted, under the laws of the United States, to clear for ports in the possession of the insurgents? (…) but most especially is it of high commanding importance to the people of Hungary and Italy, because, if once assured of free trade with the people of the United States during their approaching struggle, it is a virtual guarantee that through the enterprise of American merchants and the unquestionable acquiescence of Austria in any decision upon this point which may be promulgated by the United States, the Republican party in Hungary and Italy would enjoy the precious advantage of receiving, by means of American ships, abundant supplies of food, clothing and all the necessaries of life. " With the perspective of time, the much-discouraged Kossuth concluded: "I have every reason to say, that if the political situation of Hungary could have been at an early moment strengthened by a recognition from the United States, the occidental powers of Europe could not have persisted in disregarding the gigantic struggle on the banks of the Danube. " Kossuth could not agree with one more American phenomenon -the indigenous national movement called Know Nothing.
47 It was established ten years earlier as the American Republican Party, renamed the Native American Party, which finally took the name the American Party; it demanded a privileged position for native Americans, and had an acutely anti-Catholic immigrant edge, especially against the Irish, who were perceived to be under the control of the Pope in Rome. For Kossuth, this movement was the denial of all the much vaunted American ideals of democracy and liberty, ideals which were held to personify America.
Therefore, trying to make Americans aware of the dangers resulting from such hostile attitudes towards foreigners and Catholics, Kossuth wrote: "The policy of isolation is a bad policy -freedom is not secure only by community; the ocean is no barrier against the hostile principle of depotism (…). May the old affections of your heart serve you to preserve your new fatherland from the danger of isolation. Yours is the task of gathering the twig of philanthropy upon the stock of American patriotism. " He expressed surprise at the hidden nature of the group established in a free and democratic country with a free press and so far without national, racial or religious prejudices. He asked about its aim and sense. He warned against the negative effects of the movement in the form of e.g. a civil war. Peior medicina morbo (illness worse than death) he quoted from the Latin, and borrowed from the classics again, to conclude Dixi et salvavi animen (I said, warned and saved my soul i.e. I salved my conscience).
48
For obvious reasons, Kossuth paid a lot of attention to Austria, particularly its participation and mediation in working out compromise peace conditions. Sparing neither criticism nor comment, he asserted: " These Vienna negotiations with their four points are really the most extraordinary tragico-comedies which diplomatic 46 Letters from L. Kossuth, no. 18, London, September 6th 1855, "New York Times", September 26th 1855.
47 This name comes from a standard answer of members of this group to questions concerning the activities of their party. Wishing to maintain the clandestine character of this organization, many used to say "I know nothing".
48 Letters from L. Kossuthmercilessly , no. 9, no. 10, London, June 15th, June 22nd 1855, "New York Times", July 2nd, July 10th 1855. poetry could imagine. " He laid bare Turkey's helplessness and the cynical game of its allies. "One would think, that as Turkey, is the party attacked, as Turkey is the principal party in the war, she had before all to be asked on what terms she would be ready to negotiate?. But that is not the case. " he argued. In his opinion, it was Metternich who arranged their contents, Drouhyn de Lhuys handed them over, England approved them, and Austria praised them. In a very subjective and emotional analysis, Kossuth attributed to Austria a very minor if disastrous role. According to him, only because of their fear of Austria's reaction, did France and England abandon the firm solutions with regard the Danubian principalities. For fear of Austria, France and Britain accepted the mediation of Vienna. This fear was generated by one factor -knowledge of the instability of the pro-Turkish alliance and the possibility of its weakening under the impact of an Austro-Russian rapprochement. "That Austria, Sir, which means the Hapsburgs, whom I, a plain, unpretending citizen weighed in the hollow of my hand just seven years ago; the very existence of whom depended on a breath of mine; whom I saved with ill-fated generosity, fool as I was, to trust a king's oath; whom the people of Hungary has humbled to the dust, unarmed, unprepared, forsaken, and hermetically secluded as we were; those Hapsburgs whom the Czar propped up for a while (...)
49 -Kossuth explained adopting a mock-haughty tone laced with irony.
Finally, with the utmost attention, Kossuth followed the diplomatic arguments and discussions of the European powers and mercilessly condemned their inconsistencies and injustices perpetrated against weaker nations, their cynicism and hypocrisy. In his opinion, those characteristics were becoming increasingly accentuated as the war ran its course and the search for mutually acceptable terms of peace intensified. The final schedule of negotiations and meetings was as follows: the final conference in Vienna (March 15th -May 4th 1855), the Austrian memorandum addressed to France and Great Britain (November 14th 1855), preliminaries (December 16th 1855), the ultimatum to Russia (December 26th 1855), Russia's counterproposals (January 6th 1856 onwards), the peace conference in Paris (February 25th -March 30th 1856) led the allies above all to establish the balance of power and to protect their own interests.
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Kossuth presented his sad and pessimistic reflections to Americans in "The New York Times. " However, they were bereft of that energy and enthusiasm, the encouragement to act, the appeals for help or invocations of the democratic world and its responsibilities. All that filled these reflections was muted grief and reproach.
Keeping strictly to four points: Danubian principalities, navigation on the Danube River , the reduction of Russian armed forces on the Black Sea, the protection of Christians in Turkey, he juxtaposed the promises and expectations with the reality. "Poor Turkey, betrayed Turkey" -was the mantra he repeated more frequently to Americans. The allies, in his opinion, though they agreed to maintain the independence and territorial integrity of the Ottoman Empire which constituting an indispensible part of Europe, in accordance with the newly-forged principle of neutrality of the Black Sea -put the obligation to liquidate the whole military arsenal along the coast, seriously weakening at the same time the Turkish state. While in the first version presented on April 3rd 1855 by the British Foreign Minister, Clarendon, in correspondence with John Russell expressly mentioned both the Black Sea and the Azov Sea, the modified proposals that were to follow spoke only of the Black Sea. "What does it mean?" -asked Kossuth and immediately replied: "Turkeypoor, betrayed, Turkey -does absolutely gain nothing by them; (…). This is no trifling circumstance indeed. Varna, Sisepolis, Bourgas, Trebizonde &e,. fall under the blow, while Russia keeps Nicolaieff [located on the Southern Bug -a note by HMZ] intact, and the Sea of Azoff unfettered. " Shocked, he stated: "Poor Turkey instead of gaining some security, is deprived of her means of defence. She had an arsenal at Varna; henceforward she will forbidden to maintain it. " 51 In the provisions of the Peace Treaty that was signed in Paris, articles XI-XIII really regulated all the issues connected with the Black Sea without mentioning the Azov Sea.
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With great attention and even greater foreboding, Kossuth also followed the demands of the great powers, especially those of Britain, France and Austria to have their frigates (two of each country) in the Bosphorus and Dardanelles area in connection with the planned revision of the London Straits Convention of 1841.
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Those demands deprived the Ottoman Empire of control over the straits and in connection with the neutralisation of the Azov Sea, it would pose a serious threat to Turkish independence. In frustration, Kossuth wrote: "It would be better for Turkey to be knocked down at once, than to be thus deprive of her sovereignty and independence. Her control on the Straits lost, is her existence lost. " To his amazement, he observed the growing position of Austria and its desire not to weaken Russia's influence. "Now you see that Austrian proposition is just the reverse of any limitation of the naval force of Russia. " 54 he pronounced. Luckily, the allies abandoned the intention of revision of the Straits Convention of 1841 and left it in its unchanged shape. The Peace Treaty's article X left that issue to be regulate individually, and finally the status quo ante bellum was reimposed in a separate annex. 55 However, it did not change Kossuth's general conviction of the existence, by proxy of Austria's inordinate influence, of secret Franco-Russian negotiations resulting in a series of concessions to Russia.
Another excruciatingly painful issue for Kossuth, even personally painful, was the attitude of the great powers to the issue of Moldova and Wallachia and their subsequent Russian and then Austrian occupation. Analyzing the course of events, Kossuth protested against interfering into the internal matters of both principalities which did not participate in the war, but, unfairly, found themselves to be victims of this war. "Neither is the crime of arrogant interference on, the part of Russia, the enemy; Austria, the 'neutral fox in the poultry yard'; and England and France, the uncalled-for meddlers, lessened by the trick that the contracting parties did nominally stipulate to 'consult the population itself, and give them an organization conformable to their wishes' . " -he unceremoniously admonished the peacemakers. He ridiculed the idea that both these subjugated principalities were to act as security barriers in the region and he argued that "only independent Moldova and Wallachia having independent Poland and Hungary as neighbours could become a guarantor of security in Europe. " Meanwhile, Austria, as he explained, stood in the way of all national movements. He also opposed the unjustified use of the term "protectorate" in relation to the Russian occupation of these principalities. "It is a strange blunder on the part of England and France to speak of a Russian Protectorate, and it is still more strange that, though the Sublime Porte, in its instructions to Ali Pasha
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, formally protested both against the word and its misinterpretation" -he explained. And, as he emphasised, no Russo-Turkish treaty, including the one signed in Adrianople in 1829, had ever consented to the establishment of a Russian protectorate. 57 We can find traces of those arguments in articles XXII-XXVII of the peace treaty regulating the issues of Moldova and Wallachia. The Sultan's sovereignty over the two principalities was restored; their independent national administration and national armed forces were guaranteed, and the contracting parties were forbidden any other protection or individual rights to interfere in the internal affairs of these two principalities, with the word "protectorate" being avoided in any context. 58 abstruse, interpretive vantage points adopted in his letters were not always understood. Thus, the American response was weak. On the one hand, this method of educating and sensitizing the American public, did not prove to be of much use, but, on the other, this response brought some results -it did not allow Americans to forget about Hungary and her aspirations to independence.
